Palmerston North

WASH
STATION
Speed Wash

Super Wash

Deluxe Wash

Speed Washes are fast and economical!
They’re a great option when time is limited or
when the vehicle is only lightly soiled.
The TR Wash Station Team work through
the following Speed Wash steps:

The Super Truck Wash offers the same
service as the Speed Truck Wash, except
more attention will be focussed on the areas
that really count - the wheels and cab!
The TR Wash Station Team work through
the following Super Truck Wash steps:

TR’s Deluxe Truck Wash will make your gear
really shine and stand out on the road!
The TR Wash Station Team work through
the following Deluxe Truck Wash steps:

1
body of your vehicle will then be
2 The
washed using our soft-touch brush
Soap the vehicle in the wash bay.

1 Soap the vehicle in the wash bay.
scrub the vehicle, focusing on the
2 Hand
cab, wheels, tanks, guards, mud flaps.

wash gantry (any vehicle not suitable
for the wash system will be soaked and
pressure blasted by the wash team).

body of your vehicle will then be
3 The
washed using our soft-touch brush

3 Water blast all soap from the vehicle.

wash gantry (any vehicle not suitable
for the wash system will be soaked and
pressure blasted by the wash team).

4

Blast all soap from the vehicle.

Tractor Only
Truck Only
Tanker Truck
Stock Truck
Truck & Trailer
Tractor & B-Train
Tractor & Semi
Stock Truck & Trailer
Tanker Truck & Trailer
Tanker Tractor & B-Train
Tanker Tractor & Semi
Cars/Motorhomes
Under 7m
Motorhomes Over 7m
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body of your vehicle will then be
3The
washed using our soft-touch brush wash
gantry (any vehicle not suitable for the
wash system will be hand-scrubbed,
soaked and pressure blasted by the
wash team).
immerse the chassis in our
4Completely
Special Formula Chassis cleaner.
blast all soap and cleaning
5Pressure
solutions from the vehicle.

A minimum of 30 minutes

A minimum of 20 minutes

1Soap the vehicle in the wash bay.
scrub the vehicle, focusing on the
2Hand
cab, wheels, tanks, guards, mud flaps.
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A minimum of 45 minutes

Extras
*All Prices
are GST
exclusive

Interior Hosing
(Excluding Stock Trucks)........................$35
Silicone Application ............... $1/per Wheel
Curtain Degreasing............ $20/per Curtain
Acid Washing...........................................$15
Palmerston North
Customers are asked to line up around the yard.
Tea and coffee facilities available on site.
M - W 7:30 am - 5:00 pm
Th - F 7:30 am - 7:00 pm
Payment
Customers are welcome to pay via
Cash, Credit cards, Eftpos, BP or Shell fuel cards
or Invoice to a TR Group account.

Product: We stock a variety of products to keep your vehicle looking immaculate.
Dash cleaners, colognes, polishes, enhancing products and specialist cleaning
chemicals are all available. Come in and talk to our team for the best advice on
getting your vehicle clean.

Making heavy vehicle fleet
management easy for you

